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3D Visualization and Interpretation of VSP, Well Log, and Surface Seismic Data
Summary
This paper includes four case studies in which a 3D visualization tool especially designed
for VSP solutions was used to visually integrate and interpret VSP and surface seismic
volume data, 2D seismic lines, well logs, salt exit points, and well control data.
Introduction
The improvements in VSP receiver technology over the past several years has resulted in
an increase in the number of 3C-3D VSP data sets acquired to improve reservoir
characterization. Some of these 3D VSP datasets were acquired simultaneously with 3D
surface seismic operations. High resolution subsurface images of reservoir structure can
be obtained using VSP imaging methods such as travel-time tomography [1] and 3C-3D
vector VSP depth migration [2]. High resolution 3C-3D VSP data is seen as a bridge
between the short space well log information and surface seismic data. When looked at
together, this data can be integrated to describe formation properties in detail and to
identify reservoir compartments.
In order to obtain the maximum value and interpret the various data types, 3D
visualization tools are needed to closely examine the multiple downhole image volumes
and to integrate them with the surface seismic data image volumes. There are many 3D
seismic visualization tools, but none to our knowledge that were designed specifically for
VSP data. VSFusion in partnership with GeoTomo LLC has recently developed the
VISUS 3D visualization tool specifically for 3D VSP solutions [3].
VISUS was designed to integrate multiple seismic data volumes with multiple types of
borehole attribute parameters. Examples include grid and layer-based velocity models,
survey geometry, ray paths, well log data, seismic attributes, geophysical and
petrophysical property volumes, salt dome exit points, and SEGY VSP and seismic data
volumes. Figure 1 shows a surface seismic volume, the sources and well path for a
3DVSP survey, and a velocity model with a salt dome object. A vertical slice along an
arbitrary curved path can be cut from the 3D cube (Figure 1) and saved as new seismic
file. In this paper, we will demonstrate the power of using a 3D visual interpretation tool
with four case study examples.
Multiple VSP Surveys Integrated with a Surface Seismic Volume
Figure 2a shows the surface seismic sources used to acquire two normal incidence VSP’s
(NIVSP) and the VSP receiver stations in two deviated wells. The VSP corridor stack
trace and an acoustic log are shown along one of the well bores (Figure 2a). In addition
to the two vertical incidence VSP’s, a walkaway VSP (WVSP) was also acquired (Figure
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2b). The VSP data was acquired in order to correctly position additional side track wells
and to calibrate and validate the 3D surface seismic volume (Figure 2c). The three VSP
images tie each other (Figure 2b) and show a close match with the surface seismic image
(Figure 2c). Displaying multiple datasets with different degrees of transparency (Figures
2c and 2d) allows geoscientists to easily integrate and interpret overlapping data volumes.
The visualization tool allows the geoscientist to create time slices and vertical slices
easily from the image volume to focus on individual image areas. Figure 2d shows a
vertical slice cut from the surface seismic volume along the deviated well path. The
computed 2D line nicely ties the reflections on the NIVSP data acquired in that well.

Figure 1: 3D surface seismic cube, vertical profile along a curved path, a velocity model with a salt dome,
and 3D VSP survey geometry. Index map shows a curve path along which the vertical profile is generated.

2D/3D VSP Integrated with a 2D Surface Seismic Line in the Gulf of Mexico
An offset VSP (OVSP) and a 3D salt proximity (3DSP) survey were conducted in an
offshore Eugene Island block (Gulf of Mexico, USA). The survey objective was to
delineate the salt-sediment boundary and image the updip sands [4] using borehole
seismic reflection and refraction methods. Figures 3a and 3b show that the tip of the salt
overhang is very close to the VSP instrumented well (pink) and that a small section of the
salt overhang was penetrated by a previous well (orange). Having previous well control
data provides calibration data for the salt face position. The high amplitude reflectors
(red) determined by the offset VSP depth migration terminate at the salt face as defined
by the 3D salt exit points determined from the 3DSP survey (Figures 3a and 3b). This
example demonstrates that the OVSP images, the 3D salt exit points, well control data,
and surface seismic data can be integrated using the VISUS 3D visualization tool to
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provide an accurate position of the salt face, the magnitude of any salt overhang, and the
extent of the reservoir sands.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 2: a) Display of deviated wells, source-receiver positions, a VSP corridor stack, and acoutic log
data. b) Tie of two NIVSP and one WVSP images c) 3D view of surface seismic volume, time slice, VSP
slice, well log, and two deviated well paths.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Salt exit points, 2DVSP depth migration image, well control data, and surface seismic line
displayed from (a) front and (b) back.

(a)
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Figure 4: a) A sediment velocity model from tomographic inversion and a 3D VSP image cube from
limited VSP data. b) 3D VSP image of a steep salt-sediment boundary, salt exit points, and a salt-sediment
model from travel time tomography. c) and d) Enlarged cubes showing reflections from salt boundary and
sediment layers. The black dots are salt exit points defined by 3DSP.

3DSP, Travel-time Tomography, and 3C-3D Vector VSP Depth Migration
The Anadarko Tarantula #1 well is located offshore Texas in the Gulf of Mexico, USA.
A multifarious VSP survey was carried out to image complex structures on the steep salt
flank. O’Brien et al. [5] defined the salt-sediment boundary using 3DSP data and a 2D
Kirchhoff depth migration of the VSP data. Li et al. [1] applied travel time tomography
to the first break times and the first sediment arrivals to obtain a high resolution velocity
image of the area and to successfully delineate the salt-sediment boundary (Figures 4a
and 4b). Wang et al. [2] observed that seismic energy was being reflected from the salt
boundary offset from the 2D profile. The VSFusion 3C-3D vector depth migration
algorithm was used to image this nominal 2D dataset to produce a 3D depth migration
cube (Figures 4a, 4c, and 4d). The VSP image cube in Figure 4c shows both sediment
and salt boundary reflections. The salt exit points are superimposed on the VSP slice in
the center of the VSP image cube. Azimuthal image rotation, inline and cross line data
scans, and different degrees of data transparency provide useful tools to visual present
and interpret the data. Careful 3D visual analysis and interpretation indicates that the
results derived from the different VSP methodologies are consistent with each other. The
tomographic inversion results and the 3D VSP migration images provide validation of the
salt proximity result and yield an increased degree of confidence in the location of the
steep salt flank (Figure 4b).
P & S Wave 3D VSP Migrations and Multiple-Source 3D Salt Proximity
Vinton Dome is located in Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana, USA. Over 1100 wells have been
drilled in the field area with cumulative production exceeding 140 MMBO [6]. A 3D
surface seismic acquisition and a 3C-3D VSP survey (Figure 5a) were simultaneously
acquired in 1997 by Input/Output Exploration, LLC [6]. 3C-3D VSP depth migrations
were performed using reflected P-waves to image sedimentary bedding and reflected SV
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waves were used to image the salt face [2]. The 3DVSP depth migration image volumes
of the reflections from the overhung salt boundary and the updip sediment layers are
shown in Figure 5b. Multi-source refraction 3D salt proximity processing was also done
to determine the salt exit points in the vicinity of the migrated image volume. The salt
exit points (pink boxes) are displayed in Figure 5b. Both the salt exit points and the
migrated salt reflection image are consistent and validate the existence of an overhung
salt boundary. The updip sands and overhung salt interface match well with the surface
seismic line and interpretation of salt boundary based on drilling data. 3D visualization
using different degrees of data transparency allow us to carefully examine the complex
3D structure of the salt-sediment boundary within the image volume.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a 3D visualization tool designed for 3D borehole seismic
applications is a powerful tool to integrate the various types of 3D generated borehole
seismic, surface seismic data, well positions, well log data, and well control data. 3D
visual interpretation of 3D VSP and other data allows visual corroboration of the
processed results and a high degree of confidence in the interpretation .
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(b)
Figure 5: a) 3D view of the survey geometry for well G23 at Vinton Dome. b) Two 3DVSP depth migration image volumes for salt
and sediment reflections. The pink points are salt exit points.
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